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tried to sync your guitar hero controller using this small dongle? i did this before and
thought to share, this device is not expensive neither complex to get working, so don't be
afraid. if you purchased it, you can contact me at romero(at)gmail.com but as i was not

using it for long time, i did not paid a lot of attention to it. i also deleted the files from the
dongle because i did not wanted to have the usb cable hanging out of my laptop case.
since the main files were all unneeded, i lost them in the process of deleting the files..
fortunately, i still knew the commands to initiate the command and i had the original

dongle plugged in my laptop when i went to that android post, i found the problem and
solved it instantly. after that, i thought to share it with all of you. my first ever youtube
video! it’s that time of the year again where we submit another tutorial to youtube and
it’s the time to give away free software. this time we actually don’t need to hand code

anything. instead of fiddling with various libraries to upload a file to a server we are just
using a music creation tool that was released alongside the system. obviously you want a

solution that is free, safe and easy for you to do. we also didn’t want to do any manual
uploading and it would have to be fully automatic (the reason for the name of this tutorial)
as that’s what we asked for at the beginning. however, we do recognise the fact that not

everyone has time to sit around and spend a long time fiddling and as such have put
together a batch file that will remove the manual upload needed.
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if you're going to use the ps3 remote to control the ps3 from your mac, you'll need to set up the sync
services. this is easy! you'll need to download the latest version of the ps3 remote software. start the

ps3 remote application. connect the two computers using an ethernet cord. log into your ps3
account using the web browser on your mac. easiest way is to plug all guitarheropossibles into

device then unpacked guitarheropossiblesthentransfer to controller without it doesnt require dongle
it just unpacks guitarheropossibles to raw audio files. but the best way is to convert

guitarheropossibles to controllerps3it works directly. but if raw audio file cant be transfered to
controller without dongle then follow steps1) unpack guitarheropossibles to raw audio2) transfer raw
audio file to your controller i was like there is no way then youtube video tell you to use usb2.0 cable

just to connect controller and guitar hero goes to guitar hero device. i know there is no other way
just only usb2.0. but in some situation you will face this problem and also you need to change the
lines of code if you changed your flashcard you will have to replace the lines of code. anyway to
replace the lines of code is by using a program called gitahero. now copy the file gitahero.lst and

paste it to the location of your controller. again paste the file gitahero.lst into the folder
guitarhero/gitaherox/guitarhero/gitahero/chords/gitahrhd/linkedfiles/linkedff if your controller can't
recognize your guitar hero you will have to replace in order to continue playing on controller. i will
explain how to replace the files as why it wont recognize your guitar hero or no lines of code in the

first place. 5ec8ef588b
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